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Present:  John Mensinger, Chairman, MID 
  Nick Blom, Board Member, MID 
  Doug Ridenour, Councilmember, City of Modesto 
  Mayor Ted Brandvold, City of Modesto   
 
Absent:  Bill Zoslocki, Vice-Chairman, City of Modesto 
      

                  
DRAFT 

DOMESTIC WATER POLICY COMMITTEE 
Meeting Minutes 
October 20, 2016 

Item 
No. 
 
1. Call to Order 
 

Chairman John Mensinger called the meeting to order at 8:35 a.m. 
 

2. Roll Call 
 
Roll Call was taken. Vice-Chairman Zoslocki was absent. 
 

3. Public Comment 
 
None. 
 

4. Approve Meeting Minutes – August 4, 2016 
 
Chairman Mensinger called for a motion to approve the minutes of the August 4, 2016 
Policy Committee meeting. Board Member Blom moved to approve. Councilmember 
Ridenour seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.  
 

5. UC Davis Rim Fire Study Update 
 
Pat reviewed the parameters of the UC Davis original contract, which was to study the 
impacts of the 2013 Yosemite Rim Fire on the Modesto Regional Water Treatment Plant 
(Project). He then introduced Dr. Thomas Young from UC Davis (UCD) Environmental 
Engineering who is the primary researcher on the Project, to provide an update and answer 
questions from Committee members.  
 
Dr. Young reviewed that the fire started in August of 2013, and was contained in October. It 
was, and is the 3rd largest fire in California history with over 400 square miles burned.He 
continued that the contract between MID and UCD was executed in 2014, with the initial 
completion date of September 2016. However, due to the drought, fire impacted runoff was 
delayed. Consequently, storm events in March of 2016 were the heaviest and did show 
possible increases in organic carbon levels.  
 
The purpose of the Project is to look for various impacts on the ozonation process, 
coagulation and flocculation, and disinfection affected by dissolved organic carbon (DOC), 
and finding chemical markers to tell us that the fire impacted water is reaching the treatment 
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system. Samples are taken from the inlet at Modesto Reservoir and Wards Ferry Bridge to 
compare organic signals. The potential for water quality events are monitored by UCD in 
order to analyze that water and the impact of the reactivity of the materials. They have 
created a database for these samples and information for its activity to ozone as well 
chlorine byproducts.   
 
Heather Housel, the original graduate student got her Master’s Degree and wrote a thesis 
on this Project. That thesis is on file with MID. 
 
Questions/Comments:  
-  Chairman Mensinger stated that the Project seems to have been beneficial. He asked 

Dr. Young if he thought the ground has had a chance to regenerate and if it is likely to 
reduce the run off problem. Dr. Young responded that serious impact to the watershed is 
still unknown. If it gets into Don Pedro that doesn’t necessarily mean that it will affect the 
treatment plant. 

 
- John Davids confirmed that with the USGS effort, most of the sediment plume is going to 

the old dam and not moving further downstream. Dr. Young added that the USGS is 
tracking particulate matter. UCD is mostly focused on DOC and nutrients, and the dam 
doesn’t slow those down. 

 
-  Council member Ridenour asked about other studies. Dr. Young confirmed he was 

aware of several other studies being done, but to his knowledge nothing has been 
published. He did state that the results of the UCD study would be published. He 
continued by asking about the treatment of that water if it does get to the treatment plant. 
Pat reviewed that it is likely you would not see dramatic results (overnight), but would 
see early warning signs as it is continuously monitored. Jar tests would be done, as well 
as possibly using the Pilot Plant which can exactly mimic the conventional plant 
processes. 

 
-  Chairman Mensinger asked if high DOC was found, would one plant handle the issue 

better (membrane versus conventional). Pat responded he felt the conventional plant 
would be better to handle it due to the advantage of having additional processes.   

 
-  Board member Blom asked about the water holding capacity in the Rim Fire area. Pat 

reviewed that some research indicates that the snow melts faster because you’ve lost 
the shade. Other research shows that the snow is melting more slowly. As far as ground 
saturation, the water glassifies and water runs underneath at a faster rate. John 
concurred with Pat’s comments. 

 
-  Council member Ridenour asked about information available on previous large fires 

within the watershed. Pat responded that he didn’t believe there were significant fires in 
the watershed prior to the plant coming online. 

  
6. Domestic Water Project Update (Pat Ryan) 

Pat reviewed running the bypass and a problem due to air bubbles in the water that showed 
up as turbidity. He added that we are assured it has nothing to do with the pumps at the 
plant. A bubble trap was installed in front of the turbidimeter to give it quiet space before the 
water goes over to the turbidimeter. It has solved the problem and the bypass has been 
running. 
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Pat continued that we are currently working on contracts for getting the Terminal Reservoir 
(TR) tanks recoated, and another large package from Carollo to get the membrane plant 
fully functional. Large projects include fixing the problem with the blowers, and putting in 
manways in the raw water pipeline to be able to clean and remove clamshells.  
 
Additionally, when the bypass was first started up, the City was not getting a flow signal that 
would tell them instantaneously what the flow was leaving the bypass. We are looking at 
installing a flow meter on the 54-inch discharge line leaving TR to get the instantaneous info 
needed.  
 
Currently, flows at the plant are down. We may be delivering 30MGD at night, and down to 
14-15MGD during the day. We expect to see flows reduce further when watering days are 
changed to 1 day per week. 
 
Pat reviewed whether to have the next scheduled meeting at the plant as requested by the 
Committee. There was no preference by the Committee. Pat felt that the membranes would 
be up and running in April and that it would be an opportune time to meet at the plant.  
 
The Committee concurred to tentatively having the April 6, 2017 meeting at the treatment 
plant. The date will be considered again at the January 5, 2017 meeting. 
 

7.   Proposed Future Policy Committee Meetings 
 

 January 5, 2017 at 8:30 a.m. in the MID Board Room 
 

 April 6, 2017 at 8:30 a.m. at the Modesto Regional Water Treatment Plant 
 
8.   Adjournment 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:13 a.m. 
 


